Compu-pliance Features
Time is money. Ditch the paper and go digital. Upload tasks, and generate reports with greater accuracy in a
fraction of the time. Our easy-to-use app takes the guesswork out of compliance and risk management, getting you
on the job fast and safely.
Identifying risk saves lives. Identify and update all risks before, and during each job. Effortlessly log safety tasks,
equipment inspections and training on-the-go. The app is adaptable to any work site and streamlines communication
between health & safety duty holders.
Industry-benchmarked safety practices are at your fingertips. It simplifies the risk assessment process and facilitates
compliance with legislation - keeping everyone informed, all the time. It complies with O-SHA international standards, and
is continually updated with the latest audit criteria and legislative changes.
COMPU-PLIANCE FEATURES
• Conduct Compliance Audits
• Task Management Dashboard
• In-app Reporting Wizard

• Conduct Risk Assessments
• Incident and Near-Miss Reporting
• Site Inductions and Training

SELF-AUDITING
Measure your organization’s on-site compliance with real time self-audits, scheduled at user specified times and
frequencies, self-audits generate compliance performance reports for managerial review.
Our App scans and compares your site in real time to the O-SHA audit criteria, quantifying your sites compliance levels
as a percentage of all stipulated tasks completed. Audits are accurate, can be conducted remotely and can be audited to
measure all forms of legislative compliance. Audits can be used to measure conformances at both a site and user level
– allowing you to measure the performance of your employees in the carrying out of their stipulated safety tasks.
RISK ASSESSMENTS
Schedule automatic risk assessments that are specific to your site and generate real time on-site risk assessment
reports, accessible from both the mobile and desktop app - keeping remotely operating teams safe, compliant and
accountable. All assessments are measured in real time and are accompanied with a reporting document with your
relevant information embedded into the document.
Compu-pliance generates four different kinds of Risk Assessments:
• Continuous Risk Assessments
• Mini-Risk Assessments

• Baseline Risk Assessments
• Issue Based Assessments

TASK MANAGEMENT DASHBOARD
The task management features allow users to dispatch tasks in real time to address non-conformances and high risk
incidents – enabling you to immediately dispatch tasks aimed at addressing issues highlighted in the self-auditing and risk
assessment features.
Tasks can be created, edited and sent from the desk-top to mobile apps. Task completion and receipt is tracked in the
system – great for managerial review and identifying under-performing users within your safety system.
IN-APP REPORTING WIZARD
Create digital reports for all of your audits, risk assessments, task completion and user statistics – complete with all your
relevant company and user information.
All reports are digitally embedded with geo-tags, date and time information and have all your relevant duty-holders’
signatures digitally inserted for your storage and later review within the app. Emailing of reports such as daily risk
assessments or audit reports are automated to send to your, user defined duty holders, minimizing the time taken to
complete daily reporting and document retrieval.
INCIDENT AND NEAR-MISS REPORTING
Be vigilant. Instant notifications inform key duty holders of non-compliant work procedures. Removing uncertainty
from Health & Safety management. Notifications can be sent to any user in-putted phone number, email or instant
messaging address. Notifications can be sent in photo form, with a severity estimation of 1-3, equipping your health and
safety duty holders with decision making insight when it matters – before accidents and time delays occur.
SITE INDUCTIONS AND TRAINING
The app segments users based on their job type and corresponding training requirements and schedules. This
information is housed within the app and notifications are given to both the user and system administrator of all
impending training requirements.
Getting employees on-site is now simple, effective and fast. Induction is carried
out within the app, with training and assessments aimed and relevant to your
particular site.

